For trivial source modules admitting a ltration related to their generalized Brauer constructions, a resolution in terms of monomial modules is given which provides a categorical interpretation for the canonical induction formula applied to these modules.
Introduction
This article should be considered as a rst attempt to de ne the notion of a monomial resolution of a trivial source module for a nite group G over a eld F of characteristic p > 0 such that it generalizes the de nition of a monomial resolution of a complex representation as de ned in Bo97] .
There are several motivations for doing this. One is the connection to canonical induction formulas. The monomial resolution as de ned in Bo97] has the property that it lifts the canonical Brauer induction formula for complex characters, a map between Grothendieck groups, to a functor between suitable categories. Since there is also a canonical induction formula for trivial source modules, it would be nice to have a similar categorical interpretation of it. Another motivation is the occurrence of trivial source modules in so-called Rickard complexes which conjecturally exist and provide equivalences between the homotopy categories of blocks of group algebras in speci c situations. These equivalences have been conjectured by Brou e, cf. Br90], Br95] . One might hope that replacing trivial source modules via their resolutions by objects of a ner structure could help to construct such chain complexes; the more so if the morphisms between the ner objects can be constructed inductively layer by layer going down a ltration, as it is the case with nite G-equivariant line bundles, a category introduced and studied in Bo97] .
Our original goal of generalizing the results in Bo97] in all aspects is not achieved by the construction we present in this article. The reason could be that the categorical framework we chose is not yet the`right' one. There are still other possibilities to be examined in the future, but they will build on results established here. One aspect that is not satisfactory is the fact that not every trivial source module has a monomial resolution. We are able to characterize those which admit a monomial resolution as the ones which admit a certain ltration which we call a Brauer ltration. A similar (maybe equivalent) type of ltration was considered in Bouc's work on resolutions of Mackey functors. The second aw of our construction is the missing functoriality. Not every homomorphism between trivial source modules can be extended to a MR Subject Classi cation 20C20, 18G10 y Research supported by a Faculty Research Grant of the University of California, Santa Cruz, and by the NSF, chain map between given monomial resolutions. But if it can be extended, then the extension is unique up to homotopy. Also, we cannot exclude the possibility that two di erent Brauer ltrations of one trivial source module can give rise to two not homotopy equivalent monomial resolutions. Thus under a categorical point of view it is more natural to work with objects consisting of a trivial source module together with a Brauer ltration on it. In fact, on such a category we can consider our construction as a functor into the homotopy category of nite G-equivariant line bundles or into the homotopy category of Brauer sheaves (see Section 2 for a de nition).
The article is arranged in ve sections as follows. In Section 1 we recall the generalized Brauer construction V (H; ') for an FG-module V , a subgroup H 6 G, and a homomorphism ': H ! F from BK00]. This construction generalizes the well known Brauer construction in the case where H is a p-subgroup. The dimensions of the F-spaces V (H; ') yield via a M obius inversion formula the canonical induction formula of a trivial source FG-module V . These spaces (for xed V and varying (H; ')) form a rigid algebraic object by the existence of conjugation, restriction, corestriction, and transitivity maps between them. We investigate the properties of these maps and their interplay. In Section 2, by axiomatizing the situation studied in Section 1, we de ne the notion of a Brauer sheaf, whose objects are families of F-vector spaces, indexed by pairs (H; ') together with conjugation, restriction and transitivity maps satisfying a set of natural compatibilities. One important feature of the restriction maps is that they are only 1 The generalized Brauer construction and some natural maps 1.1 We recall from BK00] the de nition and some properties of the generalized Brauer construction.
For a nite group G, let M = M F (G) denote the set of pairs (H; '), where H 6 G and ' 2 b H. For any (H; ') 2 M we denote by F ' the FH-module with underlying additive group F and H-action h := '(h) , for h 2 H, 2 F. Note that ' 7 ! F ' de nes a bijection between b G and the set of isomorphism classes of one-dimensional FG-modules. If ' = 1, the trivial homomorphism, we simply write F instead of F 1 . The set M is a poset if we set (I; ) 6 (H; ') if I 6 H and = 'j I . Moreover, G acts on M by conjugation. More precisely, for g 2 G and (H; ') 2 M, we set g (H; ') := ( g H; g ') with g '(ghg ?1 ) = '(h) for all h 2 H. Note that this action respects the partial order on M.
For V 2 F G mod and (H; ') 2 M, the (H; ')-xed points V This is an FN G (H; ')-submodule of V , where N G (H; ') denotes the stabilizer of (H; ') in G. . This way we obtain a functor is called the Brauer map with respect to (H; '). If there is no risk of confusion, we will also write Br (H;') instead of Br V (H;') and, for v 2 V (H; ') we will just write v instead of Br (H;') (v). The Fspace V (H; ') is again an FN G (H; ')-module, since ker(Br (H;') ) is an FN G (H; ')-submodule of V (H;') . For an FG-module homomorphism f : V ! W, there exists a unique FN G (H; ')-module homomorphism f(H; '): V (H; ') ! W(H; ') such that the diagram V (H; ') f (H;')W (H;') Br V (H;')Br W (H; ') V (H; ') f(H; ')W(H; ') commutes, and the generalized Brauer construction becomes an F-functor, i.e., a functor which is F-linear on morphisms, ?(H; '): F G mod ! F NG(H;') mod :
Note that if (H; ') 2 M with ' = 1, then V (H; ') is the usual xed point set V H and tr (H;') (I; ) is the usual trace map tr H I . Moreover, if P is a p-subgroup of G, then V (P; 1) coincides with the usual Brauer construction and we will write V (P ) for it and Br V P instead of Br V (P;1) . We will often refer to BK00] for facts about the generalized Brauer construction.
In the following, we consider a trivial source FG-module V . This is an object V 2 F G mod which is isomorphic to a direct summand of a permutation FG-module. We refer the reader to Br85] and Bo98a] for general facts on trivial source modules that will be used in this article.
The category of trivial source FG-modules will be denoted by F G triv. For V 2 F G mod and (H; ') 2 M we denote by m V (H; ') the multiplicity with which the FH-module F ' occurs as a direct summand in Res G H (V ).
1.2 Lemma Let V 2 F G triv, (H; ') 2 M, and N := N G (H; '). In the situation of the above lemma, a warning seems to be appropriate: Although Y (H;') is uniquely determined as the kernel of Br V (H;') , neither X nor Y are unique in general.
For the rest of this section, let G be a nite group and let V 2 F G mod. We will construct some natural maps between the generalized Brauer constructions of V .
1.3 Lemma Let g 2 G and (H; ') 2 M. Br (H;')is a bijection.
(ii) Triviality: For h 2 H and v 2 V (H; ') one has con h (H;') (v) = '(h)v.
(iii) Transitivity: For g 0 2 G one has con g 0 g . This is the same FN G (H; ')-module structure as the one introduced in 1.1. Note that ker(') and in particular H 0 , the commutator subgroup of H, acts trivially on V (H; '). Br (H;')Br (I; )(ker(Br (I; ) )) ker(Br (H;') ), since the trace maps are transitive (cf. BK00, Lemma 1.3(b)]), and the assertion in (i) follows.
Lemma
(ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and (vii) follow from the respective properties of the trace maps (cf. BK00,(Vts (H;') (I; ) V (I; )V (I; ) 
con g(F (I; ) ) (H;') con g (H;')(Fg (I; ) )
is commutative, where the middle vertical map is de ned by the commutativity of the right hand square and the right vertical map is the restriction of con g 2.2 De nition Let F = (F; F con; F res; F ts) and G = (G; G con; G res; G ts) be Brauer sheaves of G over F. Then a morphism f : F ! G is a family (f (H;') ) of F-linear maps f (H;') : F (H;') ! G (H;') , (H; ') 2 M, commuting with the conjugation, restriction, and transitivity maps. To be more precise, the last condition means that for all (I; ) E (H; ') in M the following diagram commutes: 
F ts (H;') (I; )G ts (H;') (I; ) ker(f (I; ) )(H; ') i (I; ) (H; ')
with exact rows, where i (H;') denotes the inclusion, shows that then a transitivity map ker(f (H;') ) ! ker(f (I; ) )(H; ') is induced. In fact for that it su ces that i (I; ) (H; ') is injective and the bottom row is exact.
(iii) Every V 2 F G mod de nes a Brauer sheaf F of G over F by setting F (H;') := V (H; ') for (H; ') 2 M and de ning the conjugation, restriction and transitivity maps as in the Lemmas 1.3, 1.5, and 1.10. 
(1;1)are isomorphisms, we obtain g (H;') = f(H; ') and g = I(f).
2.5 Next we show that Brauer sheaves also arise from nite G-equivariant line bundles. We recall the de nition of their category F G mon from Bo97]. The objects of F G mon are FG-modules M together with a decomposition M = M 1 M r into one-dimensional F-subspaces M i , i = 1; : : : ; r, which are permuted by the G-action. In particular, M is a monomial FG-module. , for all (H; ') 2 M.
The category F G mon is additive but in general not abelian.
Sometimes it will be necessary to distinguish between an object M 2 F G mon and its underlying FG-module which is a trivial source FG-module. Therefore, we introduce the forgetful functor V : F G mon ?! F G triv :
for all (H; ') 2 M, but that in general one does not have equality.
Similar as for FG-modules V we can associate to each M 2 F G mon a Brauer sheaf. This is the content of the next Proposition. To show that property (vi) holds, suppose that (J; ) E (I; ) E (H; ') in M with (J; ) E (H; '). Let m 2 F (H;') = M ((H;')) . Proof Let M; N 2 F G mon and consider, for (f(H; ')) 2 Hom BF (G) (J (M); J (N)), the com-
N ts , (H; ') 2 M, is a morphism in Hom BF (G) ) ;
for all (I; ) 6 (H; ') in M, and the following lemma concludes the proof.
2.9 Lemma Let M 2 F G mon and let (H; ') 2 M. are inverse isomorphisms, we obtain g (H;') = f (H;') .
We conclude this section with relating the category of Brauer sheaves to other similar categories one of which (the one in part (b)) we will use later. , where P=I is a Sylow p-subgroup of H=I. In fact, this is immediate from Axiom 2.1(ix) with (J; ) = (P; ') and (K; ) = (I; ). one obtains an element in B F (G) and that the resulting functor is an inverse of the forgetful functor, so that the categories B F (G) and B p F (G) are isomorphic. (b) In Bo97, 3.9] we introduced another sheaf like category, Sh F (G), related to the poset M: The objects are families of F-vectors spaces F (H;') , one for each (H; ') to obtain a sheaf and resolve it. This was appropriate for an interpretation of the canonical Brauer induction formula as being induced by a monomial resolution on the level of Grothendieck groups, since the induction formula for complex representations involves the dimensions of the subspaces V (H; ') . Here, we would like to nd a similar interpretation for the canonical induction formula for trivial source modules. However, in this induction formula, the dimensions of V (H; ') play the corresponding role.
In the sequel we explain the connection between monomial resolutions and the canonical induction formula for trivial source modules in more detail. Then we claim that the subspaces V (H; ') := "(M ((H;') such that m 0 = @ 1 (m 1 ). Thus, v = "(m 0 ) = "(@ 1 (m 1 )) = 0 since (3.2.a) is also a chain complex for (H; ') = (1; 1).
If V 2 F G mod has a monomial resolution, we call the Brauer ltration V (H; '), (H; ') 2 M, de ned in the preceding proof the Brauer ltration induced by the monomial resolution.
3.6 Lemma Let (I; ) 2 M, let (H; ') 2 M F (N G (I; ) 3.7 Proposition Assume that V 2 F G mod has a Brauer ltration V (H; '), (H; ') 2 M, and denote by F 2 Sh F (G) the associated sheaf.
(a) For any (H; ') 2 M one has ker(Br V (H;') ) = . Now, Equation (3.7.a) implies Equation (3.7.b). ) so that we may assume that (I; ) E (H; '). Now the result follows immediately from Equation (3.7.b).
Recall that a chain complex
of R-modules (for an arbitrary ring R) is called split, if at each degree n 2 Z, the R-submodule im(@ n+1 ) is an R-module direct summand of ker(@ n ) and ker(@ n ) is an R-module direct summand of V n . The above chain complex is called split exact if it is exact and split.
Moreover, we call a chain complex is exact for all p-subgroups P of G, then also V n 2 F G triv and the chain complex (3.8.a) is split exact.
(ii) If V 1 ; : : : ; V n 2 F G triv and if the chain complex (3.8.b) is exact for all p-subgroups P of G, then also V 0 2 F G triv and the chain complex (3.8.a) is split exact.
(iii) If V 0 ; : : : ; V n 2 F G triv and if the chain complex V n (P )
is exact for all p-subgroups P of G, then the chain complex (3.8.a) is split. In particular, ker(@ n ) 2 F G triv.
(iv) If V 0 ; : : : ; V n 2 F G triv and if the chain complex
is exact for all p-subgroups P of G, then the chain complex (3.8.a) is split. In particular, im(@ 1 ) 2 F G triv. Proof (i) Since the chain complex (3.8.b) is exact for P = 1, the chain complex (3.8.a) is exact.
Since @ 1 (P ) is surjective for all p-subgroups P of G, Proposition 6.4 in Bc98] implies that the kernel W 1 := ker(@ 1 ) = im(@ 2 ) is an FG-direct summand of V 1 and therefore a trivial source FG-module. We obtain a chain complex
is exact for all p-subgroups P of G. We can now argue by induction with the shorter chain complex (3.8.e), the cases n = 1 and n = 0 being true for trivial reasons.
(ii) This is proved similarly, again using Bc98, Proposition 6.4] in the dual formulation. (iii) and (iv) are proved in a similar way as (i) and (ii).
3.9 Lemma Let F 2 Sh F (G) (resp. F 2 B F (G)) have the property that F ts (H;') (I; ) : F (H;') ! F (I; ) (H; ') is bijective for every pair (I; ) E (H; ') of elements in M such that H=I is a p-group. Moreover Proof (a) We x (I; ) 2 M and a p-subgroup P of N G (I; (b) This is proved in a similar way as part (a) using Lemma 3.8(iii) and Lemma 3.6.
We obtain the following immediate corollary.
3.10 Corollary Let V 2 F G mod.
(i) If V has a nite monomial resolution, then V 2 F G triv.
(ii) If V 2 F G triv, then every monomial resolution of V is split. Proof (i) This follows from Lemma 3.5, Proposition 3.7, and Lemma 3.9(a).
(ii) This follows from Lemma 3.9(b).
In the next section we will show that V 2 F G mod has a monomial resolution if and only if it has a Brauer ltration, and that it has a nite monomial resolution if and only if it additionally is a trivial source module. We will construct the resolution in the category Sh F (G) and thereby obtain a resolution in the sense of De nition 3.1.
Monomial resolutions of sheaves in Sh F (G)
Similar to De nition 3.1 we de ne monomial resolutions of sheaves in Sh F (G). Let 4.3 Our next aim is to classify the sheaves F 2 Sh F (G) that have monomial resolutions, resp. ( nite) split monomial resolutions. In order to proceed we need some more notation. With the notation from Remark 3.2(b) we obtain a map The following conditions on a sheaf F 2 Sh F (G) will turn out to be important: (i) For all (H; ') 2 M, the FN G (H; ')-module F (H;') is a trivial source module.
De nition
(ii) For all (I; ) E (H; ') in M such that H=I is a p-group, the transitivity map 
Lemma
0 be a short exact sequence in Sh F (G). If G and H satisfy conditions (i){(iv) in 4.3, then also F does and the sequence is locally split. Proof Obviously, conditions (iii) and (iv) are inherited by F from G and H. Next We rst show that s (U;u) (F (I; ) ) = 0 if U 6 6 I. Let ' 2 c IP denote the unique extension of 2 b I to IP. Then, by condition (ii) in 4.3 and by Lemma 3.6(a), one has and de ne " 2 Hom ShF (G) (J (M); F) as the corresponding map under the isomorphism in Proposition 4.6. Note that if each (H;') , (H; ') 2 R, is surjective, then " is an epimorphism.
(a) For (H; ') 2 R we may set W (H;') := Res NG(H;') H (F (H;') ) and de ne (H;') : W (H;') ! F (H;') as the identity. With (H;') also (H;') is surjective and the result follows.
( (iv) and, by F is a nite monomial resolution of F.
The following theorem follows now by combining the previous results.
4.11 Theorem Let V 2 F G mod. For V; W 2 F G mod with two Brauer ltrations V (H; ') and W(H; '), (H; ') 2 M, we de ne a morphism of the Brauer ltrations as an FG-module homomorphism f : V ! W satisfying f(V (H; ')) = W(H; ') for all (H; ') 2 M. This de nes a category F G triv whose objects are trivial source FG-modules together with a xed Brauer ltration. To prove the claim we consider the FP-module homomorphism f : Ind P NP (Q) (U(Q)) ! U induced by the FN P (Q)-linear embedding U(Q) ! U. It su ces to show that f is injective, since dim F (U) = k dim F (W ) = k P : Q] and dim F (U(Q)) = k dim F Ind P Q (F )(Q) = k N P (Q) : Q]. The FP-module e U := Ind P NP (Q) (U(Q)) is isomorphic to the direct sum of k copies of Ind P Q (F ), since W(Q) = Ind NP (Q) Q (F ). We assume that f is not injective. Then there exists an element 0 6 = x 2 soc( e U) with f(x) = 0. Thus, x = tr P Q (1 y) for some y 2 U(Q) and 0 = f(x) = tr P Q (f(1 y)) = tr P Q (y). Hence, 0 = Br U Q (tr P Q (y)) = (c) In his work on projective resolutions of Mackey functors (see Bc98]), S. Bouc was naturally led to consider the class of trivial source FG-modules V having a Brauer ltration only on the pairs (P; 1), where P is a p-subgroup. Can any such Brauer ltration on the p-subgroups be extended to a Brauer ltration on all pairs? Or in a weaker formulation: Is it equivalent for a trivial source module to have a Brauer ltration and to have a ltration in Bouc's sense? (d) Which are the trivial source modules that have a monomial resolution of length 0? If this is the case for a trivial source module, then its canonical induction formula has only nonnegative coe cients. In the case of a p 0 -group G, these two conditions are equivalent (see Bo90, Remark 2.13(d)]), since the canonical induction formula in this case coincides with the canonical Brauer induction formula introduced in Bo90]. In fact, the modules with this property are just direct sums of one-dimensional modules. This leads to the question: Which are the trivial source modules whose canonical induction formula has only nonnegative coe cients? Do they all have monomial resolutions of length 0?
Corollary
Let V 2 F G mod and let MV and N "V be two monomial resolutions. Then M and N are homotopy equivalent chain complexes in F G mon if and only if the induced Brauer ltrations of V are isomorphic. Taking the induced Brauer ltration de nes a bijection between the homotopy equivalence classes
